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craft & technique



Power Brokers How to install lead-acid aircraft batteries Greg Laslo tle attention to function properly—that is, to do the important jobs it’s tasked to do. An aircraft battery has two general purposes. First it energizes the electric starter to fire up the engine, and second, it provides power to the electrical doodads on the aircraft when the engine isn’t running or if the



Flooded battery



alternator/generator quits. Along the lines of that second reason, FAR 91.205 requires you to have a battery that provides all the power you need to light up, so to speak, your aircraft to fly night VFR. While production-aircraft owners are limited in the kind of batteries they can use, amateur



Sealed battery BONNIE BARTEL



T



he one thing that big kids’ toys—that is, airplanes— have in common with little kids’ toys is that batteries aren’t included. Unfortunately, powering your airplane will take a little more juice than a four-pack of D-cells. More than most parts of your airplane, your battery needs a lit-
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builders can choose a battery and electrical system that’s sized to fit the intended mission. Of course, there are a couple of different kinds of aircraft batteries, and the one you choose will have everything to do with how you install it and maintain it once you’re up and running.



Choices There are two kinds of lead-acid batteries—sealed, also called “valve-regulated lead acid” (VRLA), and those that aren’t, called flooded batteries. They differ in maintenance, cost, and applicability to your type of flying. For instance, inverted flight with an unsealed flooded battery is not such a good idea. Likewise, when the electrolyte in the sealed battery shoots craps, you’ll be calling your favorite parts-supply store. That, of course, is an over-simplification that warrants at least a little more explanation in a moment. The other consideration you’ll have to make is how much battery you need. But first, a bit of battery 101: A lead-acid battery includes positive plates of lead dioxide, negative plates of pure spongy lead, and an electrolyte that’s a mixture of sulfuric acid and water. When the battery is in its “charged” state, a chemical reaction involving hydrogen and oxygen occurs in the electrolyte that breaks down the acid and builds up excess electrons on the negative plates and a shortage of them on the positive plate. When a power-hungry connection is made to the battery, the extra electrons flow to the positive plate. After all the electrons have crossed over, the battery is discharged. Hook the unit up to a battery charger or allow the alternator/generator to do its job, and a more or less opposite reaction causes the electrons to cross back over to go at it again. 90
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We’ll assume for the sake of argument that you’ve already decided the Big Question of aircraft electrical systems: whether your aircraft will have a 12-volt or 24-volt electrical system. Batteries are readily available in either voltage, and installation is the same for each. Now you choose what style of battery you want. If you pick a sealed style, you’ll have a limited storage life from the date of shipment from the factory. That means



Production aircraft often put the battery in the engine compartment, so this is a serviceable location if you’ve got the room under the cowl. order it about when you need it. However, you’ll get more cranking power with the sealed battery because of its lower internal resistance, and you’ll have a battery on board that’s more tolerant of shock and vibration. Contrast that with the flooded batteries, which can cause extensive corrosion damage to the airframe and equipment if they vent or spill due to overcharge or insufficient service. You’ll also have more to fiddle with to get it up and running, but you get an indefinite shelf life in the mean time, and the consumed water can be replenished as the battery ages to keep it going. Given those attributes, it’s no small wonder that sealed batteries are considerably more popular. Batteries are rated by their ampere-hour rate and their emergency capacity. The amp-hour rate is the rate of discharge a battery can endure for a certain time period. Most common is the



one-hour, though you’ll also see five-hour, 10-hour, and 20-hour rates. The one-hour rate means a 21 ampere-hour (Ah) battery will discharge 21 amps for one hour. A 10-hour rate means it will discharge 2.1 amps per hour for 10 hours. Most 12-volt light-aircraft batteries are 20 to 35 Ah, and 24volt batteries are 8 to 18 Ah. The battery’s emergency capacity describes the total essential load that the battery can supply for 30 minutes. In aircraft with dual electronic ignition or electric gyros, some builders also install a smaller backup battery in the event of alternator or generator failure to serve the extra load of those systems. Conversely, aircraft with smaller loads need smaller batteries, if one at all. Some builders, particularly those flying light-sport aircraft (LSA) with simple day-VFR electrical systems, use motorcycle or wheelchair and scooter batteries with good results. Choose appropriately. There are volumes written both pro and con regarding the use of non-aviation batteries. One caveat on the LSA, though, is that the engine often won’t recharge the battery during operation. If you’re building one of these aircraft, you’ll need an appropriate method of charging the battery. In any case, if your battery is not easily accessible, you may want to consider installing an external charging port in your fuselage to keep it fired up.



Installation Once you pick your battery type, you can figure out where you’re going to put it, how you’re going to install it, and how to get it up and running. Production aircraft often put the battery in the engine compartment, so this is a serviceable location if you’ve got the room under the cowl. Just mount it as far away from the exhaust manifold as possible, since that’s the hottest part of the



engine. Other possibilities include under the pilot’s seat, under the cockpit floorboards, in the baggage compartment, or even near the empennage. Be advised, though, that a battery can weigh 25 pounds, so keep weight and balance in mind. Battery cables connect to a ground from the negative pole and to a battery relay on the positive pole. That relay connects to the main bus and the master switch and allows the battery to operate electronics when the engine’s off. Additionally, installing an ammeter will alert you to a load placed on your battery so you can tell if your alternator/generator has keeled over. Sealed batteries are typically mounted in a rack, while flooded batteries are installed in a box. If you’ve chosen a flooded battery, you’ll also need to cut a vent



Individual activation procedures may differ slightly, so refer to your owner’s manual, but essentially, you’ll open the battery, dump in a bottle or three of electrolyte—the owner’s manual will tell you how much you need, probably 2 or 3 quarts— and turn the battery caps a quarter-turn. through the fuselage. These batteries produce explosive hydrogen gas and need a vent system to allow the gases to exit the air-
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Send for comprehensive video/info pack. Only $16.00 postpaid inside the USA/Canada, $30.00 outside USA. Specify video format.
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frame. An upstream tube connects to an air inlet, generating a flow of “fresh” air over the battery. The downstream tube vents overboard. A battery sump—a 1-pint jar containing a sponge soaked in a 5 percent solution of sodium bicarbonate (baking soda)—will neutralize the corrosive vapors. Both rack and box should have corrosion-resistant finishes such as powder-coating or epoxy or rubberized paint. Straps holding the battery in place are essential. Prior to installing your battery, inspect it for any damage that may have occurred during shipping, and permanently mark the battery with the month and year of activation. Preparing a sealed battery is a fairly easy endeavor: Plug it in. Sealed batteries incorporate an electrolyte contained in an absorbed glass-mat (AGM) separator. That’s why these batteries



TWO THOUSAND RV-8/8A KITS HAVE SHIPPED. HERE’S WHY: PERFORMANCE: 200 mph cruise speed, STOL performance, agile, docile, and balanced. UTILITY: 700 lb useful load, two baggage compartments, room for two tall occupants. Operates easily from short grass strips. CONFIDENCE: uses aircraft engines and aluminum construction -- systems proven by decades of experience. SUPPORT: From a company that’s set the standard -- in quality, performance and customer service -- for 30 years. TIME and EFFORT: No welding or metal forming required. Pre-punched, preformed components fit perfectly. Hundreds built and flown by people of every conceivable background. REASONABLY PRICED: more performance for the dollar than any airplane on the market today. RV kits include all airframe components. Cowls, engine mounts and hardware are not extra cost items. FUN: It’s an RV...ask any pilot!
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craft & technique can be operated in any position with no electrolyte spillage. Given their “sealed” moniker, there’s no reason to remove the lid or, for that matter, the vent caps for inspection. In fact, don’t. Batteries are generally shipped conditioned and fully charged. If you install one within two months, you should still have a full charge. If your storage facility is at a constant temperature between 40°F and 50°F, it may last up to a year without needing a charge. If it does need a little kick-start, your owner’s manual will outline the charging procedure. A flooded battery will come dry— that is, empty. To make it work, you need to activate it. Bear in mind, manufacturers recommend not allowing the battery to stand more than eight hours after the electrolyte is added before you begin the charging process, so plan your day accordingly. Individual activation procedures may differ slightly, so refer to your owner’s manual, but essentially,



turer’s preferred method, and charge until the battery’s specific gravity, as measured with a hydrometer, is between 1.275 and 1.295, corrected for temperature and averaged over three hours. It’ll take between eight and 12 hours using a constant-current charger. When the battery is fully charged, top off the electrolyte and remove the charger.



Batteries must meet 80 percent of the 30-minute capacity test to be considered “airworthy.” Remove the battery and hook it up a full load—you can get capacity testers to do this.



Inspections



you’ll open the battery, dump in a bottle or three of electrolyte—the owner’s manual will tell you how much you need, probably 2 or 3 quarts—and turn the battery caps a quarter-turn. The electrolyte will heat up as it reacts, and it could pull a Mt. St. Helens on you if those caps aren’t in place. Begin charging using the manufac-



Batteries need love and attention long after you’ve bolted them into the airplane. Inspections include checking the battery charge and checking the battery installation, and they’re part of monthly and annual maintenance. However, as long as the airplane flies a little every month, the battery should stay charged and serviceable for a couple of years. Your results may differ, but short battery life is a sign of bigger electrical problems. The installation inspection is easy. The bracket, box, and connections



eaa airventure oshkosh 2004



official souvenir video It’s all here, on an hour long video or DVD, so you can relive the memories again and again! Each year, hundreds of thousands of aviation enthusiasts from all over the world gather in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, for the premier celebration of flight – EAA AirVenture Oshkosh. From homebuilts to warbirds, ultralights to vintage aircraft, it’s all here. Including the exciting daily airshow, celebrity guests and interviews, military aircraft and much much more. The best of AirVenture 2004 is only captured on the OFFICIAL SOUVENIR VIDEO. The DVD is loaded with many extra bonus features including footage from Theater in the Woods.



DVD



Approx. 60 min.



F03901 . . .$24.99 VHS F03902 . .$19.99 PAL F03903 . . .$19.99



Order Online: www.eaa.org or Telephone Orders: 800 - 843 - 3612 From US and Canada (All Others Call 920-426-5912)



EAA Mail Orders P.O. Box 3086 Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086 Major credit cards accepted. WI residents add 5% sales tax. Shipping and handling NOT included. Video is not being shipped until November 2004.
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must be free of corrosion or other visible damage, and they must hold the battery smartly in place. The battery should be free of any damage, distortion, cracks, or burn marks (caused by disconnecting the battery when there’s a load applied). All the wiring should be inspected for corrosion, burns, or pitting, as well. The charge inspection is a little more involved. There are two tests of battery charge. First is the hydrometer test. If the specific gravity is within limits, it should be good. However, specific gravity isn’t always an indicator of correct charge. Second is the capacity test, which is usually required by manufacturers after 11 months, then again every six months. Batteries must meet 80 percent of the 30-minute capacity test to be considered “airworthy.” Remove the



In colder weather, don’t allow the battery to run down, since discharged batteries can be damaged by cold weather. battery and hook it up a full load—you can get capacity testers to do this. If it makes it 24 minutes, it’s got the requisite capacity. Recharge it and stick it back on the airplane. If not, replace it. Check flooded batteries and refresh with distilled water if the cells are low. Remove them from the airframe if you’re going to do any service on them, and work on them in a well-ventilated workshop. Remember, they produce explosive gas and contain corrosive acid. On the off-hand chance you do spill, wear rubber gloves and safety goggles whenever you’re handling electrolyte or a flooded battery. Sulfuric acid will cause nasty—and I do mean nasty—burns on your skin and eyes. In colder weather, don’t allow the battery to run down, since discharged batteries can be damaged by cold weather. Along those lines, make sure a battery is fully charged when you add water in cold weather, so that the water and acid mix properly. By the way, battery manufacturers suggest that you not jump-start a “dead” aircraft battery and go flying, especially at night or in instrument conditions. The battery won’t have the necessary capacity to operate the aircraft’s avionics and electrical system in the event of generator or alternator failure, thereby creating a safety issue as well as violating FAR 91.205. It takes about three hours for an aircraft to fully recharge its battery. Installing and properly caring for your battery is a matter of getting the right battery for your kind of flying, then, really, just flying the aircraft regularly. That alone will keep the battery charged and happy for a long time. And for most homebuilders, that’s the kind of maintenance they like to do. EAA Sport Aviation
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“GIVE YOUR INSTRUMENT PANEL THE ULTIMATE ENHANCEMENT” Glare Shield Lighting with Blackout Protection



Panel Lighting with Blackout Protection Custom Instrument Panels • Exotic Real Wood • Carbon Fiber • Machined Plastic



Aero Enhancements, Inc. 636-527-2120, Toll Free: 1-888-821-AERO FAX: 636-256-0370 (2376) www.aeroenhancements.com



ELECTRIC TRIM SYSTEMS Install this small, 14 volt servo motor to control Elevator, Aileron or Rudder trim.



Servo



Trim Systems include:



Position Indicator



Rocker Switch



Clevis/Pushrod kit



T2-7A Trim System (.7 inch travel)......$235 T2-10A Trim System (1.0 in. travel).......235 T3-12A Trim System (1.2 in. travel).......255 Position Sensor



Use this sensor to measure wing flap, cowl flap position. 1.2" travel.......$30



STICK GRIPS NEW! G3 Grips feature 4-way toggle switch, multi-color faceplates.



Speed Control



Adjusts trim sensitivity......$35



G101



G207



G307



2525-8 Pioneer Avenue, Vista, CA 92081 USA Phone 760 599 4720 FAX 760 599 4383 see more details at:



www.rayallencompany.com
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Craft & Technique: Bleedin' Easy 

Get air out of the brake lines the easy way, which is also the right way. KEN SCOTT. The seals in aircraft systems are not compatible with silicone auto fluids and.
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Craft & Technique: Magnetic Spark 

electricity, and you can deter- mine the direction ... the rotating magnet so it sends the power to the right spark plug at the ... with 40' electric bi-fold door with 54' ...
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Craft & Technique: Annealing Aluminum 

metals into new shapes increases their strength, hardness ... heavy work, and with all the changes in their shape ... a source of stress-corrosion cracking later, so ...
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Craft & technique: Practical Plumbing 

Jun 1, 2004 - money and create exactly what you need by ... off saw or fine-tooth hacksaw. To compensate for .... Welding book and video combo. F36688. Member ... How To Get Started Video/EAA Aircraft Welding Manual Combo. F30539 ...
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Craft & Technique: Hammerform Variations 

SHAPING METAL WITH A FORM block, or hammerform ... because you shape the metal over the outside .... bonding permanently to our master. We used two ...
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Craft & Technique: Troubleshooting Injectors 

The mechanics there said it was working normally. ... To prevent surprises, first understand how the system ... cylinder, and what it doesn't use will go to the other ...
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Craft & technique: Periodic Inspections 

Inspection for the checklist EAA. Aviation Information ... treatment. A solvent sprayer using compressed air and mineral spirits or Varsol works ... buying the better unit with the metal regulator. .... maintenance and reasonable operating costs .
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Craft & Technique: Annealing Aluminum 

to cool it quickly because aluminum doesn't show its heat by changing color. Years ago, I'd heat a large panel in a busy open shop and leave it to cool slowly in ...
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Craft & technique: Transponder Time 

to Aircraft Building â€¢ Sheet Metal Basics. â€¢ Composite Construction â€¢ Fabric Covering ... Electrical Systems and Avionics ... encoder and your transponder work.
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Craft & Technique: Plastic Patches 

welding metal. If it's at all reassuring to those of you who don't weld metal because .... surface-bonding strength; is ready to sand in about 15 minutes; and has a ...
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Craft & Technique: The Wheel 

and auto panels in the 20th century, ... teacher, an Irishman named Harry .... Version 4.0 now available ..... ror, but after accounting for the den- .... 21st century.
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Craft & Technique: Plastic Patches 

Holding the part up to the light should reveal any hidden crack damage. Subsurface stress cracks look like lighter-colored lines or patches of lines and should be ...
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Craft & Technique: Communication Coordination 

mostly on Comm 1 and set all audio output switches ... Transceiver #2. Figure 1 speaker if its audio amplifier fails.) One Simple Solution. Regardless of the type of airplane .... wire (NEMA MW28-C), parallel bonded ... ics (Ccontact the author).
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Craft & Technique: Radio Diagnosis 

mitter. Left, a dummy load for testing a panel-mounted radio, and right, for ... 8. 10. 20. R. (resistor). Ohms Watt(s) Qty. 100. 120. 200. 200. 300. 510. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 2.
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Craft & Technique: Communication Coordination 

Amplifier. Output. #1. -L. Transceiver. Audio. Amplifier. Output. #2. VI. â€”7. VI. 1 #1 n1. 8. .... wire (NEMA MW28-C), parallel bonded ... ics (Ccontact the author).
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Craft & Technique: Finer Filters 

Major Credit Cards Accepted â€¢ WI residents add 5% sales tax Shipping and handling NOT included ... Voice Warnings â€œAngle Angle. Push!â€� No Ugly Probes or ...
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance 

Let's repeat the problem with a different datum in the center of the beam. Now the left-hand 3-pound weight is 5 inches to the left of the datum and the 2-pound ...
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Craft & technique: Transponder Time 

RA and the airliner maneuvering to avoid the collision never see each other because pilots must comply with the TCAS commands no matter what they seeâ€”or ...
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Craft & Technique: Radio Diagnosis 

Before connecting the dummy load to a hand-held or panel-mounted radio, make ... whole system. .... optional GPSInterface enables it to be a CD1 for your GPS.
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Craft & Technique: Face Value 

magic on my helmet and headset is nothing short of fantastic!â€� Bruce Bohannon ... piece of aluminum or plastic. Flat or satin finishes are often best because.
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Craft & Technique: Making the Cut 

... adjustments and have good balance and weight. ... Kett, Milwaukee,. Fein, and Makita manufacture the ... practices when cutting aluminum. Protect eyes, ears ...
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Craft & Technique: Torque Wrench Care 

When you use any wrench, you have a feel for how tightly ... Most wrenches, though, were sent in just to verify they were .... writer and consultant based near.
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Craft & Technique: Annealing Aluminum - Size 

APPROVED. Not ID EAA. ANTIQUE/CLASSIC DIVISION. Member? Call tÂ§ Join 1800-322 2412. For information, use SPORT AVIATION s Reader Service Card.
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Craft & Technique: Wheeling a Wingtip 

Shaping metal with a bench-top English wheel ... majority is 1/2-inch-thick board, and ..... Download Game FREE at: .... IntelliVox"", the world's only hands-free,.
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